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CHAPTER I
FROM LEROI JONES TO IMAMU AMIRI BARAKA;
POLITICS AND AESTHETICS
Historically, the decade of the Sixties will probably
be recorded as one of the most turbulent periods in American
history. A glance at some of the events of this era would
read like the scenario for a play in the theatre of the
absurd. During the Sixties, a president was assassinated,
thousands of American soldiers died In an undeclared war,
cities burned, and people marched in mass demonstrations—
among them the black man demanding his freedom. Unlike times
past, blacks were not Just begging for conditional favors,
more Jobs or a few token appointments; instead, they wanted
complete freedom—social, economic, political, and cultural.
Thus, the Negro revolt of the Fifties had become the black
revolution of the Sixties.
Black artists (writers, painters, musicians, sculp¬
tors, etc.) refused to be left out of the struggle for their
humanity; in fact, some moved to the forefront to act as a
vanguard in the fight for liberation. As a result, a new
pride and interest in African and Afro-American cultures
emerged. Along with this new-found pride was a call by black
artists for full control of black culture from creation to
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production, from Interpretation to criticism. And out of the
charred ghettoes, phoenix-like, emerged a new movement in the
Afro-American arts.
Leading the Black Arts Movement, LeRol Jones developed
much of the theory for the black aesthetic, either Indirectly
in his essays and speeches or directly through concrete
application in his poetry and plays. Jones, who had once been
an apolitical avant garde poet, became the major theoretician
for the new school of black art. Where the beats (beatniks)
had been cool, detached, unlnvolved, the new black artists
were "hot," Involved, and active. And the once detached,
’’cool" New York hipster, LeRol Jones, emerged as the flaming
black nationalist known as Imamu Amiri Baraka.
However, Jones was not always conscious of the black
cause. His career as a writer can be summed up "as a pro¬
gression from lyricism to moral consciousness."^ Prom
1957-1970, Jones moved from the position of an apolitical,
art-for-art’s-sake poet to that of a highly political black
nationalist propagandist. As Jones’ political views changed,
so did his ideas about the form and purpose of art. The
pattern of these changes in his personal aesthetics are
evident when one studies Jones’ essays on art and poetry from
a chronological perspective.
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Esther M. Jackson, "LeRol Jones (Imamu Amiri Baraka):
And the Progression of Consciousness," CLA Journal, XVII
(September 1973), ^1.
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Jones' career as a writer began around 1957j the year
he completed his stint In the United States Air Force. He
returned to the States and decided to settle In New York
City's Greenwich Village, at that time a refuge for Intellec¬
tuals, Interracial couples, artists, writers, and Bohemians In
general. The following year, the young writer married a
white, Jewish girl named Hettle Cohen. He began writing and
publishing poetry In some of the underground magazines. Later
Jones and his wife created and edited Yugen, a magazine that
carried poetry written by Black Mountain, San Francisco, and
New York poets, such as Robert Creeley, Gregory Corso, Philip
Whalen, Charles Olson, Allen Ginsberg, and Jack Kerouac.
Consequently, Jones' own Ideas about poetry were
greatly Influenced by these writers and by his extensive
readings In philosophy and literature. He explained this In
one of his early essays:
For me, Lorca, Williams, Pound and Charles Olson
have had the greatest Influence. Eliot, earlier ....
And there are so many young wizards around now doing
great things that everybody calling himself poet can
learn from . . . Whalen, Snyder, McClure, O'Hara,
Loewlnsohn, Wieners, Creeley, Ginsberg &c. &c. &c.2
Thus, Jones' early poetry was contemporary both In form and
In content.
^LeRol Jones, "How You Sound??" In The New American




The poets of this group. Including Jones, were really
Twentieth Century American Blakes, Coleridges, and Words¬
worths. They were romantics armed with the concepts of
Freud, Sartre, and Heidegger, In addition to those of Zen and
Jazz. The poetry they produced was decidedly modern and
uniquely American. These poets were the direct literary heirs
of Walt Whitman, Ezra Pound, and William Carlos Williams;
indirectly, of e. e. cummlngs. Jones noted in his introduc¬
tion to The Moderns:
The concerns that made the poetry seems so new were
merely that the writers who were Identified with this
recent poetic renaissance were continuing the tradition
of twentieth century modernism that had been initiated
in the early part of this century. William Carlos
Williams, Ezra Pound, the Imaglsts, and the French
Symbolist poets were restored to Importance as beginners
of a still vital tradition of Western poetry. It is an
attempt to restore American poetry to the mainstream of
modern poetry after it had been cut off from that tradi¬
tion by the Anglo-Eliotlc domination of the academies.3
Despite his thorough knowledge of European literature
(especially German and French), Jones always emphasized the
vitality and quality of America's emerging young literature.
He bluntly rejected the leaning of certain American poets (led
by T. S. Eliot) toward England for aesthetic guidance. Jones
4
said very flatly, "We can get nothing from England."
LeRol Jones, ed.. The Moderns; An Anthology of New
Writing in America (New York: Corinth Books, Inc,, 1963),
pp. x-xi.
^Jones, "How You Sound??" p. 425.
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Instead, what he and the other contemporary American writers
were searching for was a style and form rooted In the American
soil and their particular environments (urban, rural,
southern, northern, etc.). Jones wrote:
Environment, in these uses, becomes total, l.e., social,
cultural, and physical, and not merely scenery. Though
it Is landscape. In the way the poet Charles Olson has
used the word: what one can see from where one is
standing. The common concern of each of these writers
Is local, and In the broader though vaguer sense,
American.5
This Americanism was, of course, Jones* point of
reference, for every great writer and every great literature
has either national or, at least, geographical roots. Just
as Lorca's poems and plays are rooted In the Spanish environ¬
ment (l.e., landscape), Dostoevsky's novels. In the Russian
soil, and Faulkner's, in the American South, Jones* poetry,
short stories, essays, and plays are rooted In the urban
North.
This urbaneness Is one of the major characteristics
of Jones' entire literary output; his roots are grounded in
America, In general, and in the city. In particular. Jones
noted another division of modern American writers—"urban"
g
and "non-urb an."
The early LeRoi Jones was a romantic poet, twentieth
century-century-style. His early poetry, like that of the
beat poets, shares many characteristics of the verse produced
Jones, The Moderns, p. xll.
^Ibid.
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by the 19th Century English romantics, such as Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Shelley, and Blake. The first principle of
romanticism Is the emphasis placed on the emotions of the
poet. The second principle Is spontaneity, which Includes
a de-emphasls of the Importance of poetic form because the
romantics believed that feeling was more Important than form.
According to the aesthetlclan Monroe Beardsley, the romantics
stressed:
The poet’s state of mind, the spontaneity and Intensity
of his emotions became the focus of attention. One of
the most memorable statements of this view Is, of course,
Wordsworth’s remark (In the 1800 Preface to Lyrical
Ballads) that "all good poetry Is the spontaneous overflow
of powerful feelings."7
Unlike the neo-classical Eighteenth century poets, among them
Alexander Pope, who used the affairs of men In society as the
subject of his poetry, the romantics turned to their own
O
personal experiences, thoughts, and feelings. For the first
time In Western literature, the lyric, written usually In the
first person, became the major poetic form.
Like the romantics, the beat poets stressed the
primacy of emotion over form or craftsmanship. Similar to
the early romantics, they used their own thoughts, moods, and
feelings as the theme and subject matter of their poems.
7
Monroe C. ■ Beardsley, Aesthetics: From Classical Greece
to the Present (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1966), p. 248.
O
M. H. Abrams, ed.. The Norton Anthology of English
Literature, revised (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
1968), p. 7.
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Thus, Jones and his contemporaries followed In the
poetic revolution that began In the 19th Century, a movement
which In many ways culminated In the French Symbolist movement
of the 1880's and l890's and preceded the works of such poets
^ 9
as Rimbaud, Baudelaire, and Mallarme. The Ideal of true
poetic freedom was fostered by both the romantics and sym¬
bolists. The poet was free to write about any subject—from
a decaying carcass to a mad man. Interestingly, Jones
asserted the same type of freedom when he said In a statement
on poetics:
MY POETRY Is whatever I think I am. (Can I be light and
weightless as a sail?? Heavy and clunking like 8 black
boots.) I CAN BE ANYTHING I CAN. I make poetry with
what I feel Is useful and can be saved out of all the
garbage of our lives. What I see, am touched by (CAN
HEAR) . . . wives, gardens, jobs, cement yards where
cats pee, all my Interminable artifacts .... There
cannot be closet poetry. Unless the closet be wide as
God’s eye.l^
Along with freedom of content came a freedom of form.
Instead of In England, this break-through happened In America
beginning with Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman. Using the
long prosaic line In his free verse. Whitman Initiated the
development of a distinctly American poetry. He managed to
merge prose and poetry Into a new form, which relied on the
repetition of vowel and consonant sounds to unify the poems.
Another Innovator In poetic form affecting younger
writers was e. e. cummlngs. Realizing the possibilities of
^Beardsley, Aesthetics, p. 262.
Jones, ”How You Sound??” p. 424.
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the typewriter, cummlngs utilized this machine as a means
of revolutionizing the shape of poetry. He capitalized,
lower-cased, split, and separated words to achieve startling
effects. Cummings, in a sense, freed poets from the tyranny
and limitations that strict form had imposed on them. And
it was Just this type of freedom that later would become so
important to the beat poets, among them Jones.
In the mid-fifties the beat movement emerged as a
reaction to the Anglo-Ellotlc school of poetry. Unlike Eliot
and his followers, the beats were romanticists in literature,
existentialists in philosophy, and rebels in politics. In
art, they believed in freedom of form and subject matter,
including the primacy of personal emotion. The beat movement
was more than a mere artistic trend: for some young people
of the Fifties, it was a way of life. They rebelled against
all the platitudes and the phoniness of the suburban ”I love
mom and apple pie” in reaction to the Elsenhower Fifties.
Yet for all their screaming and nose-thumbing at
American society, the beats did not propose a system to
replace the one they so vehemently rej'ected. Politically, the
beats were rebels, not revolutionaries. They were, in a
sense, nihilists who wanted to see the present system
destroyed, and yet they did not offer anything to take its
place. The beats were passive, ”cool," and disengaged. They
preferred to withdraw from the system and let it die by its
own excesses.
9
In effect, the beats were apolitical artists, whose
only real position was that they rejected middle-class,
official America. According to Kenneth Rexroth, San Francisco
correspondent for The Nation and beat sympathizer, the beats
"[p]olltically . . . are all strong disbelievers In the State,
war and the values of commercial civilization."^^ Ironically,
they despised and attacked the middle class, from which most
of them had come, because of its smugness, superficiality, and
12
selfishness.
Though greatly Influenced by the beats, LeRol Jones
was really a post-beat poet. As cited earlier, he began
writing circa 1957 when the beat movement had reached Its
height and had started to ebb. Yet Jones and Bob Kauffman
are unique because they were the only significant black poets
associated with the beat and post-beat movements. This is
Ironic because the beats were so heavily influenced by black
culture, notably by jazz. Much of the beats’ dress styles
and talk was Imported from the black community.
Some of the white beat writers actually wanted to be
black, or, at least, their distorted Image of the stereotyped
happy-go-lucky, sexually-free black. For example. Jack
Kerouac wrote In his chronicle of the beat life. On the Road:
^^Kenneth Rexroth, "Disengagement: The Art of the Beat
Generation," A Casebook on the Beat, ed. by Thomas Parkinson
(New York: Thomas Y. Cromwell Company, 1961), p. 191.
^^John P. Sisk, "Beatniks and Tradition," A Casebook on
the Beat, ed. by Thomas Parkinson (New York: Thomas Y.
Cromwell Company, I96I), p. 19^.
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”At lilac evening 1 walked with every muscle aching among the
lights of 27th and Welton In the Denver colored section,
wishing I were a Negro.”
For the beats, the "Negro” became a symbol of sexual
freedom and artistic freedom. Another example of this benign
14
racism Is Norman Mailer’s The White Negro. And much of
what the white beats extracted from the black American cul¬
ture was hipness, that certain kind of walk, certain kind of
talk (slang) that pervades the lower-class black community.
Jones was a hipster, who created an apolitical, antl-
dldactlc, antl-ratlonal poetry based on his personal emotions.
Like any truly romantic poetry, Jones' early work Is
characterized by an emphasis on emotion, freedom of form, and
a striving for the Infinite. In many Instances, autobio¬
graphical, his poetry must be placed In that context to be
understood. One critic said:
The mark of LeRol Jones Is the mark of his personality
on the printed page. He Is the most personal so far of
the Afro-American poets .... Peelings, Impressions,
moods, passions move unedited through a structure of
shifting Images.15
In terms of form, Jones demanded complete poetic
freedom and rejected any type of standard form such as
I'R
Jack Kerouac, On the Road (New York: The Viking
Press, 1955), p. 1^8.
^^Norman Mailer, The White Negro (San Francisco: City
Lights Books, 1957).
^^Clyde Taylor, "Baraka As Poet," Modern Black Poets,




Also, all this means that we want to go Into a
quantitative verse . . . "the Irregular foot" of
Williams . . . the "Projective Verse" of Olson.
Accentual verse, the regular metric of rumbling
lambics. Is dry as silvers of sand. Nothing happens
In that frame anymore.1°
Jones believed that the content of the poem determined
Its form:
There cannot be anything I must fit the poem Into.
Everything must be made to fit Into poem. There must
not be any preconceived notion or design for what the
poem ought to be . . . .I'm not Interested In writing
sonnets, sestlnas or anything . . . only poems.^7
Jones' aesthetics were enmeshed with an almost
desperate striving for the Infinite, which Is related to the
romantic concept of the poet as a priest. In fact, as a
l8
child, Jones had wanted to enter the ministry. When he
entered Howard University In 1951, Jones considered majoring
In religion before he switched to English with a philosophy
minor.He was heavily Influenced by romantic philosophers
such as Hegel and Schiller. Ester M. Jackson writes:
If Jones' poetry and drama are In the romantic tradition,
so Is his prose. His social, political, aesthetic, and
ethical Ideas have their roots In the theories of
Friedrich Schiller, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Georg Hegel,
and Richard Wagner. Like these romantic theorists, Jones
Interprets art not only as personal salvation, but as the
^^Jones, "How You Sound??" p. 425.
^"^Ibld., pp. 424-25.
"I 8




primary instrument of culture, the index of history.
Jones* contribution to social, political, aesthetics
and moral thought follows, both in form and content,
romantic examples.20
For the young Jones, writing was more than a mere
means of earning a living or gaining prestige; art for him
became a raison d’etre—a means toward achieving personal
salvation. Jones said to one interviewer:
Any artist has a lot of energy that won't respond to
anything else. The reason I*m not a violent man . . .
is that art is the most beautiful resolution of energies
that in another context might be violent to myself or
anyone else ... .21
Through his writing—poetry, drama and essays—Jones attempted
to resolve the conflicts and contradictions in his life.
Through art, he searched for identity and meaning.
The Influence of Hegel was a dominant force in his
art and aesthetic. And to a large degree, he utilized Hegel's
particular brand of logic, known as dialectics, with its
thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Hegel defined art as the
synthesis achieved when the Idea was united with "sensuous
22
form" via the intuition or creative process of the artist.
The artifact—poem, play, sculpture, painting or musical
composition—was a union of idea and matter, content and form,
abstract and concrete. Jones wrote in an essay:
?n
Jackson, "LeRol Jones," p. 51.
21
Current Biography, p. 205.
^^Frederick Copleston, "Hegel (3)," A History of
Philosophy, 7 (Garden City, N. Y.: Image Books, 1965),
pp. 275-76.
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Form is simply how a thing exists (or what a thing exists
as) ... . Content Is why a thing exists. Every thing
has both these qualities; otherwise It could not (does
not) exist. The art object has a special relationship
between these two qualities. . . .23
It Is Interesting to note that Hegel felt that
romantic art Is concerned primarily with ”the life of the
Spirit," the Infinite, "which Is movement, action, con-
24
fllct." He thought that painting, music and poetry were the
25
arts best suited to express these qualities. All this
Influenced Jones.
Borrowing from Hegel, Jones saw art as a means of
expressing consciousness. In a sense, the work of art Is a
concrete synthesis of consciousness and form. To Jones, art
Is a unity of the artist’s soul and matter, resulting In
beauty (l.e., object d’art). In poetry, of course, the medium
Is words—language. Concerning this, Esther Jackson wrote;
"Language Is perhaps the major theme of Jones' major theo¬
retical works. Like Hegel, he Interprets language as the
26
primary Instrument of consciousness."
What a master of language Jones Is. He Is one of the
more erudite black writers, and he often performs linguistic
gymnastics In his poetry, essays, and plays. Influenced by
other great word technicians like James Joyce, T. S. Eliot,
23■^LeRol Jones, Home; Social Essays (New York: William
Morrow & Company, Inc., 1966), p. 176.
oil
^Copleston, "Hegel (3)j" p. 278,
^^Ibld.
^^Jackson, "LeRol Jones," p, 52
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and e. e. cuiranlngs, Jones utilized puns, double entendre, and
subtle allusions. Because Jones viewed language as the prin¬
ciple expression of consciousness, he could assert: "Speech
27
Is the effective form of a culture." '
II
In addition to language, color and race are Integral
parts of Jones’ aesthetics. At this point, Jones' Interest in
language and his concern with race reach a synthesis In what
may be called a metaphysics of color. In Jones’ art, two
colors—black and white—are the primary symbols, the
reoccurrlng Images. He turned to Herman Melville’s Moby Dick
and to Hegel’s dialectics to find a case for his color
symbolism. Jones wrote:
My faith in Melville, for Instance, and the faith I
give his language Is completely passed through the
world into my own references of mind and spirit.28
In Moby Dick, Melville tried to expose and destroy the
Western myths "of purity of whiteness and the evil of black-
pQ
ness." Jones simply carried Melville’s symbolism In another
direction; he had been provided with a method by means of
Hegel’s dialectics.
Race and racial conflict became the leitmotif In
Jones’ writing, and consciousness for him came to mean racial
^"^Jones, Home, p. l66.
2 8
Jones, Home, p. 119.
James S. Haskins and Hugh P. Butts, The Psychology of
Black Language (New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 1973)» p. 24.
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consciousness. He reversed the traditional symbolic meaning
of white and black In Western culture; black became the symbol
of Good, Truth, and Beauty; while white became the antithesis
representing evil, falsehood, and ugliness.
From a philosophical standpoint, metaphysics Is the
foundation of any moral or ethical theory. So, Jones, with
his metaphysics of color, was ready to move to a moral order.
Consequently, the progression In Jones* moral consciousness
was a rejection of Western, Judeo-Chrlstlan values, and the
attempt to find a black value system. Yet, It must be pointed
out that such a transformation took Jones several agonizing
years; he worked this conflict out through his writing,
especially his poetry. One scholar explained Jones*
transformation:
The pain and anguish he experienced In reaching this
point—including the loss of faith In the old heroes and
the old moral order—are the subject of the bulk of the
poems in his three published volumes. Preface to a Twenty
Volume Suicide Note (196I), The Dead Lecturer (1964), and
Black Magic (1969).30
Jones* Inner conflict was reflected by the Imagery and
symbolism of his early poetry. For example, throughout his
^1
first volume. Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note, he
employed Images of dlsassoclatlon and despair. For Jones, the
racial problem In America caused a complete shattering and
Lee A. Jacobus, "Imamu Amiri Baraka: The Quest for
Moral Order," In Modern Black Poets, ed. by Donald B. Gibson
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973),
pp. 112-13.
^^New York: Totem Press, I96I.
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fragmentation of his psyche—spiritually and emotionally.
Later, he would find a wholeness, a sense of peace and
meaning, through the adoption of black nationalism.
Ill
The development of Jones’ political consciousness
began with a trip to Cuba in i960. Prior to this trip, Jones
was an apolitical, Bohemian, post-beat writer; yet even then,
he was a non-conformist. When Jones arrived in Cuba, he
explained his non-conformity to an inquiring soldier:
He asked was I an American? and I told him that I was
an American poet, which meant that I wasn't a real
American like Sefior Nixon or Arthur Godfrey but that
I had certainly been born in that country.32
Still later, Jones was upbraided by a Mexican delegate for his
lack of political involvement. Jones' reply was, "I'm a poet
. . . what can I do? I write, that's all, I'm not even
Interested in politics."
Despite his political naivete, Jones learned a great
deal from his Cuban trip. His experiences there forced him
34
to re-think and re-evaluate the American political scene.
Following Jones' return from Cuba, he rejected the
beat apolitical stance as a subterfuge. Jones viewed the






avoiding any real social responsibility. As a result, he
became an increasingly more militant black writer, whose main
concern was the black community. He began to consistently
stress the black man’s separateness, uniqueness, and aliena¬
tion; at this point, Jones was confronted with that age-old
dilemma of being black and American, too. Jones’ analysis of
this dilemma was that
The black man has been separated and made to live in
his own country of color. If you are black the only
roads into the mainland of American life are through
subservience, cowardice and loss of manhood. Those are
the white man’s roads. It is time we built our own.36
This analysis marks a major advance in Jones’ politi¬
cal consciousness. He continues:
America is as much a black country as a white one.
. . . The Negro’s struggle in America is only a
microcosm of the struggle of the new countries all
over the world.37
Thus, Jones has moved toward an understanding of not
only the black Americans’ struggle for freedom, but the
struggles that are going on all over the world. He had
advanced to having sympathy for the Third World countries and
their liberation struggles.
The crux of LeRoi Jones’ aesthetic and political
theory was the black man’s alienation, separateness and





of color comes Into play because Jones believed that "any
black American simply by virtue of his blackness. Is weird, a
o O
nonconformist In this society."^ Hence, the Afro-American
Is a stranger In his native land. Jones felt that blacks
should accept the reality of their separateness and use It to
their advantage—artistically, politically, and economically.
In fact, he viewed the black American’s exclusion from normal,
tepid, mlddle-Amerlca a blessing In disguise.
For example. In an essay written In 1962, "the myth
of a negro literature,Jones singles out black music
(spirituals, blues, and jazz) as the most viable and
authentic Afro-American art form. He wrote: "Only In music,
and most notably In blues, jazz and spirituals l.e. ’Negro
music,’ has there been a significantly profound contribution
40
by American Negroes.’" Jones reached the conclusion that
an authentic black literature would emerge when black writers
"disengaged" themselves from the American mainstream and wrote
about their lives, experiences, and people. Then, Jones felt,
the black writer would begin to "propose his own symbols,
1|1
erect his own personal myths, as any great literature must."
In 19633 Jones published Blues People, a sociological
and historical study of Afro-American music. It should be
^®Ibld. , P. 93.
2^Ibld., PP . 105-115.
^°Ibld. , P. 106.
^^Ibld., P. 112.
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pointed out that. In addition to being a writer, Jones was
also a music critic. He heard many of the top Jazz artists
in person, and later he wrote articles on Jazz in magazines
such as Down Beat and Kulchur; he, also, wrote occasional
liner notes for the dust Jackets of Jazz albums. Thus, black
music, and later black speech, became the major structural
referents for Jones’ poetry. Black scholar Stephen Henderson
would later write that: "Structurally speaking . . . when¬
ever Black poetry is most distinctly Black, it derives its
lip
form from two basic sources—Black speech and Black music."
Also, in Blues People, Jones gave his definition of
culture as simply an overall worldview, or a way of looking
at the world, which is "peculiar" to a "particular culture."
Jones, again borrowing from Hegel’s dialectics, saw the
African worldview or culture as the "antithesis" of the
44
European culture. This clash or diametrical opposition of
cultures, Jones believed, was one of the causes for the
45
Euro-American attitude toward their African slaves.
Accepting Melville Herskovits’ thesis that "Africanisms"
42
Stephen Henderson, Understanding the New Black
Poetry (New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1973),
pp. 30-31.
42
LeRol Jones, Blues People (New York: William Morrow




still exist among Afro-Americans, Jones viewed the African
culture traits of blacks as one reason for their Inability to
assimilate Into the so-called American mainstream.
4 7
In two essays written In 1963* "black writing" and
48
"expressive language," Jones developed two concepts vital
In his later aesthetics. First, he came to believe that black
writers should write about black people and the black experl-
49
ence In America. Second, Jones saw black language as a
referent to this experience In America and the power of the
meanings of words to control people. He also stresses the
Importance of the black man's marglnallty In American society
and culture; he viewed this outsldeness as the basis for a
distinct and profound new Afro-American literature. Because
50
the black man In America Is "a natural nonconformist," Jones
suggested that this nonconformity be channeled Into art. He
wrote:
The vantage point Is classically perfect—outside and
Inside at the same time. Think of the great Irish
writers—Wilde, Yeats, Shaw, Synge, Joyce, O'Casey,
Beckett, etc.—and their clear and powerful understanding
(social, as well as aesthetic) of where they were and
46
Melville Herskovlts In The Myth of the Negro Past
contends that a survival of African cultural traits still







how best they could function Inside and outside the
Imaginary English society ... .51
In the essay, "expressive language," Jones Introduced
the second component of his developing black aesthetic—black
speech (slang, dialect, racially coded words, and allusions).
As was mentioned earlier, Jones believed in a cultural rela-
52
tlvlsm. So language, like other cultural traits, is only
relative to Its particular cultural base. He wrote:
Speech Is the effective form of a culture. Any shape
or cluster of human history still apparent In the con¬
scious and unconscious habit of groups of people Is
what I mean by culture.53
Consequently, Jones progressed to an analysis of the
political and social connotations of words. He concluded
that "[w]ords have users, but as well, users have words. And
54
It is the users that establish the world's realities." This
means the people who possess the power to define are usually
the people In control, i.e., rulers, government officials,
and corporate heads. In a sense, the power to control
language (and history) results in control over other peoples'
thinking, and ultimately, their lives.
In 1964, Jones called for complete realism in black
art, I.e., an art that reflects America and the black man's
true position vis-a-vis that society. In the essay, "le rol
^^Ibld., pp. 164-65.
52 I
Jones, Blues People, p. 4.
^^Ibld., p. 166.
54Jones, Home, p. l68.
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Jones talking," he cited one of the failures of middle-brow
American art as the tendency to support the status quo and to
deal mainly with an Illusion like the American dream. Jones
charged that "the denial of reality has been Institutionalized
55
in America," and that art, like everything else in this
society, has the major function of making profits for the
56
capitalists, l.e., rich whites.
Jones elaborated on the role of the black writer:
. . . the Negro writer Is in a peculiar position because
If he Is honest, most of what he has seen and experienced
In America will not flatter it nor can that seeing and
experiencing be translated honestly Into art by
euphemism .... Since If that Negro writing Is about
his own life and his own experience, that writing must
be separated from what the owners and the estimators
think of as reality ... .57
Here he contrasted the difference in the reference point of
the exploited to the reference point of the exploiters.
Then Jones wrote one of his most Inflammatory essays,
5 8
"the revolutionary theatre." In this, he espoused the Idea
that art Is political, which ultimately led to a drastic
change in his plays and poetry and set the tone for
literature for the rest of the decade.
Jones also called for "a theatre of World Spirit,"
in which spirit is the underlying ground of being. And he





proposed for art the function of expanding the people's
consciousness—at this point, art becomes propaganda. Jones
believed a new moral order should be erected and new heroes




The turning point in Jones* career occurred in 1965.
This was the year he left his white wife and Greenwich
Village and moved to Harlem, where he founded the Black-Arts
Repertory Theater-School. By then, Jones had totally
rejected white America and had set out in search of his own
black identity. According to a December 1965 newspaper
article:
Last April Jones left his cold-water Greenwich Village
flat, his Jewish wife and their children, and with
several other Negro artists moved ”to Harlem with our
people.
Politically, he continued to move in the direction of
black nationalism ala Malcolm X, the disciple of Elijah
Muhammad. Although Jones borrowed heavily from Muhammad's
theories on erecting a socio-economic-polltlcal-cultural base
for blacks, he sided with Malcolm when the two Black Muslims
clashed over Ideology.
59
^Jones, Home, p. 215.
^^Hollle West, "Black Art Theater Expresses Negro
Hatreds—With U.S. Funds," Louisville Times, December 2,
1965, p. A-7.
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Jones accepted Malcolm X*s definition of black
nationalism which, essentially, was that blacks should control
the social aspects of their communities by removing vices
61
such as alcoholism and drug addiction. Following Malcolm's
line of philosophy, Jones felt the next logical step toward
black liberation would be the attainment of a "Black National
6 2
(and Cultural) Consciousness." Jones wrote:
. . . Cl]f we want to understand what Malcolm X was
pointing toward, and why the Black man now must move in
that direction since the world will not let him move any
other way. The Black man is possessed by the energies
of historic necessity and the bursting into flower of a
National Black Cultural Consciousness, and with that, in
a living future, the shouldering to power of Black cul¬
ture and, finally. Black men , . . and then. Black
Ideals, which are different descriptions of God. A
righteous sanctity, out of which worlds are built.63
In addition, Jones believed that art, religion, and
politics were all part of the superstructure that makes a cul¬
ture. His conclusion was that "Ct]he Black man must aspire to
Blackness. God is man Idealized. The Black man must idealize
64
himself as Black." Finally, Jones reached the point of
asserting that "Black people are a race, a culture, a
4-. 65nation.
^Malcolm X, "The Ballot or the Bullet," Malcolm X
Speaks, ed. by George Breitman (New York: Grove Press,
1965), pp. 38-39.
^ P





Jones discussed the role of the black artist In the
last essay In Home^ "state / ment." Here he says the black
artist should "aid In the destruction of America as he knows
66
It." The artist can bring about this destruction, according
to Jones, by accurately describing the nature of this society.
What Jones wanted was a didactic, political art with the
purpose of raising black consciousness.
In 1966, LeRol Jones returned to his hometown of
Newark, New Jersey, and established Spirit House In the slums
of the Central Ward, This three-story dilapidated building
*7
was his base for political and literary operations. The
next year, Jones was a visiting professor at San Francisco
State University where he worked closely with West Coast black
nationalist, Ron Karenga. Jones was greatly Influenced by
Karenga and his form of cultural nationalism.
Jones eventually returned to Newark with the Inten¬
tion of building a disciplined organization similar to
6 8
Karenga*s US. He planned to organize black people on bread
and butter political Issues. In January 1968, the Black
Q
Community Development & Defense (BCD) came Into being. ^
^^Ibld., p. 251.
^"^Current Biography, 1970, p. 206.
6 R°Davld Llorens, "Ameer (LeRol Jones) Baraka," Ebony
(August 1969), 80.
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That same year, Jones changed his name to Ameer
70
Baraka so as to ’’manifest an African consciousness.”' By
1970, his name had been further developed into its present
form, Imamu Amiri Baraka. According to David Llorens,
’’Imamu” is a Swahili title meaning spiritual leader, and
71
"Amiri Baraka" is an Arabic name.' "Amiri" means prince or
72
military leader, and "Baraka" means blessed.
Perhaps, the last phase in the development of
Baraka’s political and artistic theory was his adoption of
the religion of Islam. His contact with this Eastern religion
came through the Americanized form of Elijah Muhammad and
Malcolm X. Baraka was able to embrace this form of the
religion because it reinforced his political philosophy of
black nationalism. This is the way Jones described his
initial contact with Islam:
. . . Islam first influenced me through Brother Malcolm
. . . because he was actually the first Black man I
associated with progressive social thinking. At that
time that is as much Impact as it made on me, the idea
that Islam was being connected with progressive social
thought and with Black nationalist thinking.73
With the adoption of Islam as his religion, Jones was
not only developing a black aesthetics, but he was attempting
70
Imamu Amiri Baraka, in a questionnaire from this
author, February 23, 1973.
71
David Llorens, "Ameer Baraka," p. 80.
72
Baraka, in questionnaire.
71'-^"Black Art and Islam," Negro Digest, I8 (January
1969), 4.
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to build a superstructure or culture that would be the
opposite of the white American superstructure.
As was mentioned earlier, Jones/Baraka devised a
metaphysics based on a spiritual ground of being and color.
Since metaphysics precedes ethics, he turned to Melville, and
to a greater extent, to the Nation of Islam. He used Elijah
Muhammad’s creation myth—the Yacub story—to explain good
and evil In the world. In Muhammad’s simplistic theology,
the black man is good by nature while his opposite, the white
man, is evil.
Next, Baraka decided to incorporate the Muslim moral
74
code Into his system. In addition to dally prayer, the
Islamic Code forbids the eating of pork, engaging in extra¬
marital sex (Elijah Muhammad also ruled out the use of
tobacco), and the drinking of alcoholic beverages. The
denial of all these Baraka also felt would uplift and unify
the black people.
Finally, Baraka added the last component of this
superstructure—economics. He rejected both capitalism and
European communism for a concept he called communallsm—
cooperative economics. So now, he had the culture for which
he had been searching since the mid-sixties. Baraka had a
black aesthetic for art; Islam as a religious and moral base,
and cooperative economics for an economic base.
74
Jones, ’’Black Art and Islam,” 6.
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Thus, the development from LeRol Jones to Imamu Amiri
Baraka was an internal-mental-psychological-spiritual
progression. It was marked by an expansion of his conscious¬
ness. This personal journey occurred between 1957 and 1970.
75
Jones was in his own words a "prodigal” son, and it was
more than coincidental that he chose to call his first book
of essays Home. This was symbolic of his physical return to
home, Newark, and his spiritual return to black people and
blackness.
75Jones, Home, p. 9.
CHAPTER II
POETRY, POLITICS, AND NATION-BUILDING
As this author mentioned in the preceding chapter,
LeRoi Jones’ political posture developed from apoliticalness
to black nationalism. His aesthetics moved from an apolitical
art-for-art's sake theory to didacticism and political art.
LeRoi Jones, the Village poet, became Imamu Amiri Baraka, the
black nationalist.
The change in Jones/Baraka*s thinking can be observed
by examining his poetry in a chronological order from about
1957 to 1970. In this chapter, this author will examine and
explain the political aspects and allusions in Jones' poetry.
His poetry gradually expresses a greater and greater state of
black consciousness as he moves deeper into black
nationalism.
I
LeRoi Jones' early poetry (Preface to a Twenty
Volume Suicide Note and The Dead Lecturer) expressed his
mental and spiritual pain in his attempt to either accept
the old Euro-American system or to find a new black one.
This early lyric poetry was both antl-ratlonal and antl-
dldactlc. Instead, Jones poured his feelings, dreams.
29
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moods, emotions—his soul—Into his poetry. It is marked by
Its personalism.^ It was written In the first person and Is
either partially or completely autobiographical.
It Is Important to note that Jones arranged most of
his poetry in chronological order. As he explained In the
opening of Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note:
For the most part, these poems cover a period from 1957
until i960, with the last few poems having been written
this year (I96I). I have arranged the book In as strict
a chronological order as I could manage ... .2
Later, Jones revealed that his second book of poetry.
The Dead Lecturer, "picked up Just after" Preface to a
Twenty Volume Suicide Note. Finally, he explained that Black
Magic Poetry, his third book, is actually divided into three
4
books, each following the other in order of time.
So, one can follow Jones' political development by
studying his poetry In chronological order. Filled with
personal, political, and racial allusions, on a continuum,
his poetry moved from right to left, from an apolitical
lyricism In the early 1960's to political didacticism In the
late 1960's and early 1970's. Jones' Increased political
awareness or consciousness changed his aesthetics, poetic
^Clyde Taylor, "Baraka as Poet," Modern Black Poets,
ed. by Donald B. Gibson (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1973), P. 127.
2
Jones, Preface, title page.
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LeRol Jones, Black Magic Poetry (Indianapolis: The




content, and eventually his poetic form. His poetry Is
pregnant with meaning, because he Included his philosophical
(ethical and metaphysical), religious, social, and political
beliefs In It.
In Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note, he
expressed despair, cynicism, non-conformity, and a search for
5
meaning. Beginning with the first poem, whose title Is the
same as the book's, there Is an overall feeling of
hopelessness. The poem begins:
Lately, I’ve become accustomed to the way
The ground opens up and envelopes me
Each time I go out to walk the dog.^
Here It should be noted that existentialism and the
meaninglessness of contemporary life are a part of Jones'
early philosophy. The poem continues:
Or the broad edged silly music the wind
Makes when I run for a bus . . .
Things have come to that.
And now, each night I count the stars.
And each night I get the same number.
And when they will not come to be counted,
I count the holes they leave.7
Jones continues to employ Images of emptiness such as
the ground opening up to engulf him and the holes In the star¬
less sky. To emphasize the despair, he follows with this




line: "Nobody sings anymore The world he describes is not
32
only monotonous and vapid, but it is also joyless.
Then he adds the finishing Ironical touch:
And then last night, I tiptoed up
To my daughter's room and heard her
Talking to someone, and when I opened
The door, there was no one there . . .
Only she on her knees, peeking into
Q
Her own clasped hands.
The profound irony in his daughter’s praying is that
he discovers "there was no one there." The girl is only
peeking into her empty hands, which is really his commentary
on the life of modern Western man.
The mood of hopelessness and the sense of despair
expressed in this poem reflect a realistic, rapidly changing
world. Contemporary man has been stripped of all the old
certainties and absolutes; he cannot be sure that a just God
exists. And some modern philosophers, like Nietzsche, have
gone so far as to proclaim the death of God.^^ But if the
old values are rejected, then it follows that new ones must
be established. One of the major problems that LeRol Jones
faced was the creation of a new value system—one based on
blackness.
The key to Jones’ new system was the search for and
the final discovery of his own identity, coupled with the
^Ibld.
^Ibld.
^^Henrl De Lulac, Atheist Humanism (New York: The World
Publishing Company, 1969)j p• 20.
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search for a new moral order. First, as a non-conformist
artist, Jones came to reject early in his career his black
middle class background. The life style of the black middle
class is ridiculed in the poem, "Hymn For Lanle Poo,"^^ in
which Jones refers to middle class blacks as "ficticious
[sic] ofays." As he later explained in Home, Jones saw this
class as mere imitators of the white middle class. By 1962,
he felt that most black literature was mediocre because black
writers had turned away from their true identity. Jones wrote
that the black middle class is
A group that has always gone out of its way to cultivate
any mediocrity, as long as that mediocrity was guaranteed
to prove . . . that they were not really who they were,
1.e., Negroes.^2
Jones satirizes the black middle class, represented
by his sister, in the aforementioned poem. His description
of her was
my sister drives a green jaguar
my sister has her hair done twice a month
my sister is a school teacher
my sister took ballet lessons
my sister has a fine figure: never diets
my sister doesn’t like to teach in Newark
because there are too many colored
in her classes
my sister hates loud shades.13
Although Jones came from a middle class family, he
came to reject its group values, which he felt were
^^Jones, Preface, p. 11.
12
Jones, Home, p. 106.
13
■^Jones, Preface, p. 11.
detrimental to him as an artist. As Jones explained in Home,
he saw the Negro middle class as a group who attempted to run
l4
away from their identity. Jones' alienation from the black
middle class grew out of his experiences at Howard
University. In an essay, Jones explained;
Howard University shocked me into realizing how
desperately sick the Negro could be, how he could be
led into self-destruction and how he would not realize
that it was the society that had forced him into great
sickness.^5
It is just this type of "sickness” that Jones is referring to
l6
in "Hymn for Lanle Poo."
In addition to his concern for racial identity, Jones
searched for a moral order. For, as he explained in an
17
essay, he "thought of writing as a moral art" and felt an
18
artist should be "a moralist." As a child, Jones grew up
in a era of comic book and radio heroes who stood for good
and had the power to conquer evil. Throughout Preface to a
Twenty Volume Suicide Note, he uses these fictional heroes to
represent Good in the world; they are god-like with super¬
natural powers that are always used for purposes of goodness
and justice.
l4 ^
Jones, Home, p. 106.
1*1
LeRol Jones, "Philistinism and the Negro Writer," in
Anger and Beyond, ed. by Herbert Hill (New York: Harper &
Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 51.
16°Jones, Preface, pp. 11-12.
17Jones, "Philistinism," p. 53.
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For example, in the poem "Look For You Yesterday, Here
19
You Come Today," Jones refers to heroes such as Tom Mix,
Dickie Dare, Captain Midnight, Superman, and the Lone Ranger.
However, this poem, like the rest, expresses his doubt,
cynicism, and despair. Instead of overcoming evil foes, the
heroes in this poem die or are defeated. In fact, these
heroes represent God and the possibility for transcendence.
Good, and Hope in the world. Jones even doubts the possi¬
bility of transcendence, e.g., heaven, an after-life, and hope
when he asserts: "There is probably no such place as Battle
20
Creek, Michigan!" He continues:
Tom Mix dead in a Boston night club
before I realized what happened.
21
People laugh when I tell them about Dickie Dare!
Still trying to believe, Jones almost screams in the
poem: "THERE MUST BE A LONG RANGER!!!"^^ And he concludes
with the Lone Ranger being unmasked and left humiliated:
My silver bullets all gone
My black mask trampled in the dust
& Tonto way off in the hills
moaning like Bessie Smith.23
Thus, Jones* Impotent heroes symbolize his agonizing doubts in















America’s racial conflict was the factor that led to
24
the fragmentation of Jones’ consciousness. He was plagued
by both a moral and cultural schizophrenia; this duality was
accurately described by W. E. B. DuBois In The Souls of Black
Folks:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness,
this sense of always looking at one’s self through the
eyes of others . . . One ever feels his twoness—an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unrecon¬
ciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body,
whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn
asunder.25
Jones suffered acutely from the aforementioned
duality; though he is a black American, he had enmeshed him¬
self in the knowledge of Western civilization. Consequently,
his rejection of the Western value system did not come easily.
Most of Jones’ early poems deal with his despair as he entered
a spiritual Dark Night of the Soul. When he emerged as Imamu
Amiri Baraka in the late Sixties, he had found a racial and
ethical wholeness; a new human being had evolved.
Throughout Preface, Jones uses words and images to
express his despair. He uses the word ’’disorder” in many
poems as a referent to his own personal disorder. For
instance, in the poem ’’Way Out West,” Jones mentioned ’’the
2 6
intricate disorder of the seasons.” His images of the
ph
Jackson, ’’LeRol Jones,” p. 38.
^^W. E. B. DuBols, The Souls of Black Folks (New York:
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1961), p. 17.
26
Jones, Preface, p. 24
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seasons and weather actually refer to his inner moral state.
Finally, in the poem, Jones stated:
I am distressed. Thinking
of the seasons, how they pass,
how I pass, my very youth, the
ripe sweet of my life; drained off . . . .27
It is evident that Jones was searching for some
meaning, some purpose in life, and he experienced much mental
anguish in that search. He exclaimed In another poem:
When I am alone & brooding, locked In
with dull memories & self hate, & the terrible disorder
of a young man.2°
In form and content, Jones’ early poetry is difficult
to understand. Like T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, he filled his
poetry with classical, hermetic, and literary allusions. He
29
owes a debt to e. e. cummlngs for his free verse form. Like
Eliot, Jones was concerned about the Interior state of man’s
soul, reflected In the external state of the world. One
critic wrote of Jones’ poetry:
The fragmented structure of The Waste Land figures in
many of Jones’ more difficult poems, particularly in the
poems of the fifties and early sixties. The vision of
the world as wasted and infertile; the vision of the
world having turned its back on God; the vision of rat’s
feet through the ruined city all seem as much a part of
Jones’ poetry as of Eliot’s.30
^“^Ibld., p. 25.
^^Ibld., p. 26.
29^A. Xavier Nicholas, "A Conversation with Dudley
Randall," Black World, 21 (December 1971), 29-31.
30
Jacobus, "Imamu Amiri Baraka," p. 113.
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Like Eliot’s, Jones’ Imagery Is also that of disorder, decay,
sterility, and Impotency.
In the poetic trilogy, ’’Prom An Almanac,Jones
dealt with the seasons of the soul; these seasons reflect
man’s psychic condition. Of course, the analogy of the
natural seasons Is an old literary device. Life begins In
the spring—a time of birth and renewal; the summer Is a time
of growth and maturity; the autumn Is a time of reaping, har¬
vesting, and the beginning of decline; and winter Is a time
of death, sterility, and barrenness.
Jones’ almanac Is a moral almanac; he has chosen
winter as the season of not only his soul, but of all Western
civilization. Notice the Image Jones paints:
The flesh
& bone—
of the season. Each
dead thing
hustled
across the pavement. Each
dead world
drowned
In a winter wind. Are
In the nature
of flesh . . . .32
Here the season Is winter and everything Is dead.
In the second poem, Jones used the Image of a hanged
man, another allusion to Eliot. Jones’ hanged man Is:
31
Jones, Preface, pp. 43-'45.













of the hanged man. Swung
against our windows.33
Thus, Jones depends on the cumulative effect of the
Images: the hanged man, winter, coldness, and the death
rattle In the hanged man's throat. His winter is a winter of
men's souls, devoid of hope, meaning, and warmth; there is
only despair, emptiness, coldness, and death.
The hanged man is a major symbol throughout Jones'
early poetry, one that he borrowed from Eliot's The Waste
34
Land. Eliot originally adopted this symbol from Tarot
35
cards, of which the hanged man is one character. According
to W. H. Abrams, the hanged man:
On his card in the Tarot pack, he is shown hanging from
one foot from a T-shaped cross. He symbolizes the
self-sacrifice of the fertility god who Is killed In
order that his resurrection may bring fertility once
again to the land and people.3d
^^Ibld.
^^T. S. Eliot, "The Waste Land" (line 55), in The Norton
Anthology of English Literature, ed. by W. H. Abrams (New




But in Jones* almanac, there is no resurrection and
his people are Infertile. They are ’’Old men, naked/sterlle
women.*’ And he reminds us that this Is a cruel time; It Is
q Q
winter. The children are old and "cannot dance.The moral
landscape holds no hope for rebirth, warmth or redemption.
The last poem In this book, "Notes for a Speech,"
depicts the black American as being just as lost as his
oppressor. Jones wrote: "African blues/does not know
3Q
me . . . He sees the Afro-American as cut off from
Africa—her history, culture, and traditions. And the
American black man Is
My own
dead souls, my, so called
people. Africa
Is a foreign place. You are
as any other sad man here
American.^0
Jones saw himself and his fellow blacks trapped just like
their white oppressors—In a moral desert.
The Dead Lecturer Is Jones* second book of poetry.
Compared to his first book, he seems only to have gained a
better mastery over form and style. This book shows very
little political advancement; Jones Is still searching for a
moral code and meaning. Stylistically, he Is at the height















It seems that LeRol Jones, at this point, was even
considering carrying romanticism to Its logical conclusion—
self destruction, l.e., suicide. Notice the titles of his
first two books: Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note and
The Dead Lecturer. As Jones wrote later:
You notice the preoccupation with death, suicide. In the
early works. Always my own, caught up In the deathurge
of this twisted society. The work a cloud of abstraction
and dlsJolntedness, that was Just whiteness. European
Influence, etc.. Just as the concept of hopelessness and
despair, from the dead minds of the dying morality of
Europe.
This death urge, hopelessness, and despair are the
dominating themes throughout his second book. For example.
In the poem "This Is the clearing I once spoke of," Jones
voiced a death wish:
Stand there
counting deaths. My own. Is what I wanted
you to say, Rol, you will die soon.^^
Or as he wrote In still another poem: "I am Inside someone/
41
who hates me."
It Is In this second book that Jones does some of the
major fighting within himself. The lyrical poet Jones Is
clashing with Jones, the moral philosopher; the eventual
result will be Baraka, the political activist. But before
this transformation could occur, Jones would have to
4l
Jones, Black Magic, p. 1.
iip
LeRol Jones, The Dead Lecturer (New York: Grove
Press, 1964), p. 12.
^^Ibld., p. 15.
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literally suffer, agonize, as he groped for his Identity.
Self-hatred was just one of the prices Jones, as a black man,
had to pay for entrance Into the white world. The black man
has had to suffer the ultimate alienation of rejecting his
own being, his blackness.
Consequently, Jones found himself In a type of racial
and cultural limbo. He could never become part of white
civilization; yet this civilization passed Itself off as
humanity’s ultimate state. The values of this culture
equated blackness with evil. Ignorance, sin. Immorality, and
44
ugliness. What Jones had to find to prevent complete
psychic disintegration was another value system—one which
would affirm blackness. A major breakthrough In his efforts
to gain Insight Into the problem Is evidenced In "A Poem for
liq
Willie Best.” In this particular Instance, the black actor,
Willie Best, Is a symbol of the black man as a victim—a
victim of Western society. Jones begins to shift symbols:
A cross. A gesture, symbol, line
arms held stiff, nailed stiff, with
no sign, of what gave them strength.46
The meaning has been reversed; Instead of Christ on the cross,
this Is a depiction of the blackman’s crucifixion.
44 ^
Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Mask (New York:
Grove Press, Inc., 1967)> p. 192.
4q




Yet, Jones still saw no hope for transcendence or
redemption. His victim Is "[b]orn In to death/held fast to
4 7
It . . . And when he reaches out "the fingers stretch
to emptiness.
There Is no hope here, only despair, pain, suffering
and death. Jones, as a black man, shares the degradation of
Willie Best, the buffoon. Best was the white man’s black
man—a grinning, shuffling, cowardly clown. However, Jones
delves behind the foolish grin and finds:
A renegade
behind the mask. And even
the mask, a renegade
disguise. Black skin
and a hanging lip.49
He realizes that the grin, the shuffle, and the head scratch
Ing are all part of a disguise. For behind the grin Is a
black man who hates the white man’s guts.
For Irony and contrast, Jones lists the various



















This is really a mockery because Jones knows the
murderous dreams that lie behind the mask. "Black Dada
Nihilismus" is Justice personified; he is the black victim
rising up against his white oppressor. In many ways, the
late Sonny Liston was a Black Dada Nihilismus. Jones wrote
in Home;
Sonny Liston is the big black Negro in every white man’s
hallway, waiting to do him in, deal him under for all the
hurts white men, through their arbitrary order, have
been able to inflict on the world .... He is the under¬
developed, have-not (politically naive), backward country,
the subject people, finally here to collect his pound of
flesh.51
Returning to the poem, Jones sees the victim carry
out a harsh Justice:
. . . Come up, black dada
nihilismus. Rape the white girls. Rape
their fathers. Cut the mother’s throats.
Black dada nihilismus, choke my friends ... .52
Although Jones has conjured up a race war in this
poem, he was not yet ready to advocate one. He felt compelled
5 ^
to reject the Western value system of "money, God, power,"
because this moral code had destroyed cities such as
Byzantium, Tenochtltlan, and Commanch. If violence is
necessary to stop this code and its results, then Jones







Dead Lecturer, p. 63.
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Jones’ Black Dada Nihlllsmus is a being of vengeance;
he is striking out for all the victims:
For tambo, willle best, dubols, patrlce, mantan, the
bronze buckaroos.
For Jack Johnson, asbestos, tonto, buckwheat,
blllie holiday.
54
For tom russ, 1’overture, vesey beau jack.
Yet he still preferred a more peaceful solution to the
race problem. Jones asked:
(may a lost god damballah, rest or save us
against the murders we intend
against his lost white children.55
II
The next book. Black Magic Poetry, marks another
advance in Jones' political consciousness. Here he gained a
sense of direction and identity; in this book, Jones accepts
and affirms his blackness. The development of political
consciousness continues in this trilogy. Jones explained:
This book contains three books. Sabotage (I96I-I963),
Target Study (1963-1965), and Black Art (1965-I966).
The first.Sabotage, picks up after The Dead
Lecturer.56









Jones, Black Magic, p. 1.
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In "A Poem Some People Will Have to Understand," Jones
reflects on his place In the scheme of things. He wrote:
. . . What
Industry do I practice? a slick
colored boy, 12 miles from his
home. I practice no Industry.
I am no longer a credit
to my race.58
The last line may be an Indication of Jones’ coming
split with the American literary establishment. But the real
search here Is for identity; the theme of the poems In this
first section deal primarily with history and an increasing
black awareness. In another poem, Jones says, "Now they ask
0
me to be a Jew or Italian," which means the establishment
wants him to give up his racial Identity. And he goes on to
say:
. . . , and turn from the moment
disappearing Into the shaking clock of treasonable
safety like reruns
of films, with sacred coon stars. To retreat, and
replay; throw my mind out,
sit down and brood about the anachronistic God, they
will tell you is real.^l
Thus, Jones rejects not only the white pressure to
abandon his Identity, but the Western God as well. Now, he
sees this God, the God of the West, the God of Eliot, as
"anachronistic."
^^Ibld., p. 6.
^^Jacobus, "Imamu Amiri Baraka," p. 121.




By the end of this book, Jones has almost completely
turned his back on the West and its culture. He wanted Eliot
and his school of poetry silenced. He wrote: "Death blow
6 2
Eliot silence, dwindling away, in the 20th Century." Now,
he was looking for a revolutionary black poetry "... some¬
thing that creeps and grabs them [whites], rapes them on the
pavement" (B. M., p. 44). ^ Here Jones has reached the point
where he is ready to join the oppressed.
Half way up the hill the mutineers
stand, and seek their comrades out.
I am half way up, and standing. (p. 44)
In Target Study (pp. 47-112), the second book of the
trilogy, Jones is mainly concerned with his blackness; after
he establishes this new-found identity, he launches an attack
on white America. First, however, he had to get his cultural
bearings. Jones questioned his earlier life, his marriage,
and his friendships. He asked himself:
What was you doing down there, freakin’ off
with white women, bangin' out
with Queens .... (T. S., p. 47)
Jones was still unsure of his political alignment, but
he was moving in a definite direction—blackness—and he
defined himself thus:
^^Ibld., p. 44.
^Please note: subsequent page references will be
indicated by the initials of the book or section quoted and
the niimber of the page therein.
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I*m Everett LeRol Jones, 30 yrs. old,
A black nigger in the universe. A long breath singer,
wouldbe dancer, strong from years of fantasy
and study. (T. S., p, 47)
Finally, he told the white world, "I don't love you,"
and rejected the so-called gift of Western civilization. The
poem begins:
Whatever you've given me, whlteface glass
to look through, to find another there, another
what motherfucker? (T. S., p. 55)
The "whlteface glass" Jones alludes to is Western
civilization which is a gift supposedly conferred on fortunate
non-whites. However, Jones reminds the white world: "I don't
love you" (T. S., p, 55). And in the poem, "Lowdown," he sees
the rise of the non-white worlds as ". . . the first threat to
White Eye since 1000. Wogs slowed at Tours, and the time got
different" (T. S., p. 74). This allusion is to the Battle of
Tours (732 A.D.) in which Charles Martel defeated the Moors
and prevented the Islamic conquest of Europe. This, according
to Jones, marked the beginning of the "Era of The Man, now
in decline . . ." (T. S., p. 74). He concluded:
For these long centuries. Their idealism was toejam.
Smeared on JewChrist, that's hunkle bread, turned
green in the mold of
their shaky enterprises. Even paper not backed by
gold. (T. S., p. 74)
Thus, Jones sees the entire Western value system as morally
bankrupt; even the monetary system is hollow.
At this point, it should be explained that as Jones'
political consciousness changed, so did the form and purpose
of his poetry. His early poetry (Preface to a Twenty Volume
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Suicide Note and The Dead Lecturer) was directed at a pre¬
dominantly white audience. This also holds true for his
early plays and essays. But Black Magic Poetry marks a shift
In Jones' poetry; this poetry, especially the last two books,
is aimed at a black audience. Consequently, Black speech and
music patterns Influenced the form of many of his later poems.
At times, he uses long, disjointed lines imitative of the
saxophone player, John Coltrane. Then, again, he resorts to
street slang and black word games, such as signifying and
"the dozens."
In this way, Jones was making a conscious effort to
communicate with the black community. However, this change¬
over was not easy for a poet like Jones. He had to almost
unlearn his old polished, well-crafted style, and the
tendency for classical allusions and brilliant word play. He
knew that this type of poetry was fine for a middle-class,
intellectual audience, but the masses of black people could
neither understand nor relate to it. Jones saw that the most
effective way to communicate with the black community was
through slang, black speech and music patterns, and black folk
forms.
In the poem, "Word from the Right Wing" (T. S.,
p. 93), the poet used the dozens and signifying for political
purposes. The very title "... Right Wing" suggests one
side of a Manlcheistlc world. In Jones' moral and political
system, the right side was fascist, capitalistic, and
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conservative—evil; the left wing was socialistic and
progressive—good. An example of Jones’ use of "the dozens"
follows:
President Johnson
Is a mass murderer
and his mother,
was a mass murderer,
and his wife
Is weird looking, a special brand
of hawkblll cracker
and his grandmother’s
weird dumb and dead. (T. S., p. 93)
"The dozens" Is an Afro-American oral game that
consists of disparaging someone's parents and/or ancestors.
But Jones utilized this oral form In his poetry to make a
political statement: by calling Johnson a mass murderer,
Jones Is attacking the late president’s Vietnam policies. In
another poem, Jones uses the dozens In a traditional way;
though the poem has no political Implications, It captures
the essence of the dozens. For example, he wrote:
I fucked your mother
on top a house
when I got through
she thought she was
Mickey Mouse. (T. S., p. 105)
III
Toward the end of Target Study and throughout Black
Art, Jones created a new system, a new moral order by
Inverting the old European value system; black becomes good,
beautiful and truthful, while white symbolizes evil, ugliness,
and falseness. Jones completely rejected the white
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Judeo-Chrlstlan God of Eliot or, better still, murdered Him
like Nietzsche. Jones advocated a type of domestic
decolonization in the Panonian sense that "decolonization is
quite simply the replacing of one 'species’ of men by another
64
'species’ of men." Jones foresaw a global revolution in
which the non-white, non-Western world would replace the
whites as rulers of the earth. In "I Am Speaking of Future
Good-ness and Social Philosophy," he wrote;
As the white man
is a man, no less his disqualification,
and subsequent reappearance as the beast
of the age. Men, no less. Though we must
finally kill them, ride the earth of them,
because they are a diseased species, but
recognized as God Flaring.65
And here Jones completes his philosophical inversion: "So we
must become Gods./ Gigantic black ones./ And scare them
back into the dirt" (B. M., p. 99).
From this point on, Jones engaged in an out-and-out
war with white America. Though it was a cold, i.e.,
psychological, war, he advocated violence as the means of
social change—black liberation. Along with this attack went
a debunking of American values and heroes. For example, in
"Three Movements and a Coda," Jones said of white heroes:
64
Frantz Panon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. by
Constance Panington (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1963)j
p. 35.






ALL YOUR HEROES ARE DYING. J. EDGAR HOOVER WILL
SOON BE DEAD. YOUR MOTHER WILL DIE. LYNDON JOHNSON.
(B. M., p. 103)
The political tone of Jones' poems Intensifies In
Black Art; In poems such as "Black Art" (B. M., p. Il6),
"Attention Attention" (B. M., p. 135)» and "the deadly eyes
are stars!" (B. M., p. l42) he calls for racial violence.
Jones wanted:
. . . "poems that kill."
Assassin poems. Poems that shoot
guns. Poems that wrestle cops Into alleys
and take their weapons leaving them dead
with tongues pulled out and sent to Ireland.
(B. M., p. 116)
Consequently, Jones' poems became a call to action, an
expression of pent-up hostility and a clarion for social
Justice. For many blacks, the Incendiary rhetoric of Jones
and other black radicals served as a vehicle for a mass
catharsis. And In many ways, his poetry no longer served as
a means of self-expression, but as a reflector of the feel¬
ings, wishes, and desires of a people.
By 1970, Jones/Baraka reached the height of his
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nationalism and wrote a poem titled: "It's Nation Time."
Baraka told his people It was "Time to get/together"
(I. N. T., p. 21) because "the black man Is the future of
°Imamu Amiri Baraka, It's Nation Time (Chicago: Third
World Press, 1970), pp. 21-2^1
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the world" (I. N. T,, p. 21). Now, as he grew more comfort¬
able with his new-found Identity, Baraka softened the edge of
his poetry. Instead of writing angry diatribes against the
white man, he wrote poems of love and encouragement to black
people.
When Jones began publishing poetry around 19579 he was
an apolitical, avant garde poet, steeped in Western Ideals and
culture. His inner self became more and more disordered as he
searched for meaning and an identity; this search is recorded
by the tone of despair and cynicism in his early poetry. But
he renounced his early life and his gloomy outlook by the
time Black Magic Poetry was published in 1969. The old
lyrical, despondent Jones had died, and a new man, a new
self—Imamu Amiri Baraka—was born.
Hereon, Baraka directed his art to black people. Its
function was to raise the level of black national conscious¬
ness, hence spreading black nationalism. Most of Baraka’s
art became political in content and purpose. By finding his
Identity as a black man, and the ultimate goal of black
liberation as a raison d’etre, Baraka became whole again. In
short, he achieved psychic integration through a racial and
political consciousness. He found a ground of being in
blackness; after this metamorphosis, Baraka could write:
"I am whole/I am whole."
^"^Jones, Black Magic, p. 208.
CHAPTER III
THE EYE OP THE BEHOLDER: LEROI JONES
VIS-A-VIS THE CRITICS
As a literary figure, LeRol Jones/Amlri Baraka has
always been and still is a controversial personality. Like
Muhammad All, he arouses strong feeling from friend and foe
alike; one either loves him or hates him. There is no middle
ground. Many young black writers view Jones as their literary
father, while some older black writers and critics dismiss him
as a mere racist. Liberal white critics usually either
demean his work or Ignore him altogether.
But this has not always been the case; Jones was once
the darling of the white literary establishment. It was his
change In politics and audience (from white to black) that
earned him the wrath of the establishment. The purpose of
this chapter Is to explore Jones’ relationship vis-a-vis the
critics, the news media, and the publishers. As his political
awareness increased, he soon learned that he could not serve
two masters—black people and the white Mammon. Jones chose
the former and began to build a new literary and political
career.
Historically, black writers, like black musicians and
athletes, have been under the control of whites. The black
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writer’s talents were generally exploited for the profit of
the white critic. So, the black writer found that not only
were the profits made from his talents going to whites, but
also the value of his work(s) was determined by them. For the
most part, a black could not even get published unless a white
publisher approved of his work and decided to buy It. He or
she also was at a disadvantage because his audience was pri¬
marily white. If the black writer wanted to make a living,
he had to tailor his writing to the tastes of this audience,
which was often contrary to his needs as an artist.
A classic example of the exploitation of the black
writer Involves Paul Laurence Dunbar (I872-I906). Dunbar’s
literary career was established In I896 when critic William
Dean Howells gave his Majors and Minors a favorable review.
But this stroke of luck carried with It a curse, for in the
review Howells praised Dunbar’s dialect poems at the expense
of his standard English verse. Unfortunately, the white read¬
ing public shared Howells’ views and Dunbar was trapped. He
later wrote: "I see now very clearly that Mr. Howells has
done me Irrevocable harm In the dictum he laid down regarding
my dialect verse.Thus, Dunbar was denied the right to grow
as an artist and write serious poetry. Instead, the white
world dictated that he write dialect poetry depicting blacks
as clowns.
^William Stanley Bralthewalte, "The Negro in American
Literature," ed. by Alain Locke, The New Negro (New York:
Atheneum, 1970), p. 38.
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For years the white literary establishment (pub¬
lishers, reviewers, and critics) have played a game of
tokenism In regard to black writers. Every few years, they
select one "lucky" black writer to publish and to praise, and
on whom they bestow the sacred mantle of white approval. For
awhile Dunbar was the "boy"; then Chesnutt, Wright, Ellison,
Baldwin and, finally, LeRol Jones. At the same time,
hundreds of mediocre white authors find their way Into print,
and some receive the literary laurels—Pulitzer Prizes and
Book-of-the-Month Club Awards. So, in the arts, as in other
facets of American society, a double standard Is practiced—
one that Is separate, but unequal.
During the early Sixties, LeRol Jones was chosen by
the white literary establishment as "THE Black Writer."
Between I960 and 1965> he was the single most talked about,
celebrated, honored black writer In the United States. Jones
was a contemporary of beat poets such as Allen Ginsberg and
Gregory Corso; he lived In Greenwich Village, and to top It
all off, he was married to a white Jewish girl. In I96I, he
had received a John Hay Whitney Fellowship; in 1963-64, his
play. Putchman, won an Obie Award. In short, he had not only
gained entrance Into the American mainstream, but was on the
road to success, fame, and fortune. One writer wrote:
In 1965, LeRol Jones was a young, black literary lion.
. . . Grove Press had published a book of his poems.
The Dead Lecturer, and was bringing out a novel. The
System of Dante’s Hell; two of his one-act plays, "The
Baptism" and *’The Toilet," were playing to enthusiastic
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houses. Another play, "The Slave," had just closed a
successful run, and Jones was much in demand on the
lecture and poetry-reading circuit. He was thirty-one
years old, well reviewed by critics, constantly referred
to in conjunction with "Negro writing . . . ."2
But unlike black writers in the past, Jones was not a
yes-man; he did not always entertain or compliment the white
reading public. Instead, he constantly attacked them as
racists—sick, mindless, and corrupt. Yet despite this, they
continued to lavish him with money and praise. The more Jones
cursed. Insulted, and attacked the white liberal literary
establishment, the more it praised and rewarded him. He was
being used. Liberal whites endured his assaults as a type of
self-flagellation to assuage their guilty consciences.
However, in 19^5j Jones did the unexpected. He left
the white literary establishment, his white friends and his
white wife, and moved uptown to Harlem. This act not only
surprised the white literary kingdom, but it enraged them.
Stephen Schneck reports:
Jones, on the very brink of the American dream of fame
and fortune, withdrew from the magic circle and went
uptown. All the way uptown—to Harlem—leaving the high
art scene to his white colleagues. The Intellectual
establishment could and did take the insults, obscenities,
bad manners and name calling. But what was unforgiveable,
the one thing they couldn't take, was to be deserted,
stood up. Jones left them.3
2
Stephen Schneck, "LeRol Jones Or, Trying Heart,
Bleeding Heart," in Five Black Writers, ed. by Donald B.




In Harlem, Jones and several other black artists
4
founded the Black Arts Repertory Theater-School. But It
was not long before one of white America’s most powerful
weapons, i.e., the media, launched an all-out attack on
Jones. For example, a December headline that year read:
"Black Arts Theater Expresses Negro Hatreds—With U.S.
Funds.Headlines like this smack of sensationalism (yellow
journalism) because it paints a negative, rather than objec¬
tive, picture of Jones. Then, the writer proceeded with this
opening paragraph: "Each night in a makeshift Harlem
theater, a group of young Negroes give vent to their hatred
6
of white people." The writer went on to explain, undoubtedly
to his readers’ horror, that Jones’ theater-school was par¬
tially funded with federal money (anti-poverty Harlem youth
funds).
As a result of this reporter’s article and those of
other members of the media, the funds for the project were
cut off. Later, another white writer wrote with indignation:
"Imagine Jones using federal money to finance his war on white
7
America! When that got out there was an end to the project."
However, Jones/Baraka was not to be deterred; he returned to
4
West, "Black Arts Theater," p. A-7.
^Ibld.
°Ibld. Another example of this kind of biased media
reporting can be found in U.S. News and World, in an Associ¬
ated Press story, with the headline: "Tax Funds for a ’Hate
The Whites’ Project" (December 13, I965).
'^Schneck, "LeRol Jones Or," p. 195.
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his hometown of Newark and founded the Spirit House.
In 1966, after the poet published one of his most
important works. Home, a collection of social essays repre¬
senting his aesthetic and political theory, Newsweek (con¬
sidered a liberal white publication) was one of the first to
attack Jones for this work. The magazine author concluded:
LeRol Jones Is still a young man, but It Is now neces¬
sary to inter him as a writer, young and kicking. In
his collection of essays from 1960-65, he writes and
harangues himself out of the company of civilized man;
... he forfeits all claim to serious attention, cer¬
tainly as a social critic.^
It appears that the writer of this article could not
bear to read about white American society from a black man’s
viewpoint. The article was not only racist In tone. It was
also paternalistic. The writer added:
With a self-styled friend and self-appointed spokesman
like Jones, the Negro people do not need another
enemy.9
So, Newsweek has knowledge of who black people’s friends and
enemies are. In one stroke of the pen, this magazine declared
Jones an enemy of his own people.
The year before, still another critic reviewed two of
Jones’ tamer plays, ’’The Toilet" and "The Slave." He titled
his review: "Demagogy of LeRol Jones.It began: "Like
Q
"Jones Boy," Newsweek, 67 (May 2, 1966), IO6.
^Ibld.
Dennison, "Demagogy of LeRol Jones," Commentary,
39 (February I965), 67-70.
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every demagogue, he speaks to the private and fragmentary
wishes of individuals . . . On the contrary, Jones had
stated that his works were aimed at the 22 million-plus black
people in America, hardly a "fragmentary" group.
After the writer dismissed Jones as a demagogue, he
proceeded to compare Jones’ racial plays "with a true work of
12
art," l.e., a play written by a white playwright (Jean
Genet’s The Blacks). The critic, continuing his omnipotent
role, then pointed out the proper spokesmen for
Afro-Americans:
When I ask myself who is speaking for us, Negroes and
whites alike, I think of leaders like Bayard Rustln and
A. J. Mustee and of writers like Paul Goodman ....
It is hard to know whom Jones is speaking for . . . .^3
It is interesting to note the tactics used by the
white reporters and critics alike, not only against Jones,
but against anyone who Incurs their disfavor. First, they
discredited Jones as a writer, as a political figure, and as
a spokesman. Then, they selected a "responsible" Negro
leader, whom they call a true black leader, to refute
whatever Jones said.
Sometimes, the white establishment contradicted
itself. Although this same elite group had given Jones
numerous awards and fellowships, an Esquire magazine writer





summed up an Interview with Jones thus:
I, as LeRol had told me, was locked Into a decaying
white sensibility and from my decomposing prison It
just seemed to me that LeRol couldn't write.
Thus, Jones turns out to be an enemy of black people, a
demagogue, and an Inept writer—that Is If one believes what
one reads.
These attacks on Jones by the white media continued
throughout the Sixties and Into the Seventies. Liberal
whites felt like scorned lovers; they simply refused to
believe that Jones had deserted them, that he did not care
whether they read his works or not. But It appeared that
liberal whites preferred blacks' hatred to complete Indiffer¬
ence. In a 1970 review of Black Magic Poetry, the reviewer
termed Jones' work "thoroughly fasclstlc." Then the
reviewer wrote: "I am sure that Jones means a lot to young
black poets as example and leader.Here the writer
unknowingly stated the truth, but failed to realize that
Jones' only concern was with Black America. She unwittingly
continued: "To the white world that publishes him I fear he
will mean less . . .
^^Jack Richardson, "Blues for Mr. Jones," Esquire,
65 (June 1966), 106.
^^Jascha Kessler, "Keys to Ourselves," Saturday Review,
53 (May 2, 1970), 36.
^^Ibld., 43.
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Another objection that white critics raised against
the new black poetry. In general, was that they could not
understand It. Structured on the patterns of black speech
and music, this poetry was not directed to a white audience;
there was no reason for It to be written In language and forms
familiar to white critics. Moreover, the major concern of
the new black poets was to communicate with black people. Yet
the aforementioned white reviewer wrote of Jones’ Black Magic
Poetry :
. . . It is race propaganda of the worst unashamed and
often fulsomely vulgar sort replete with voodoo—
Muslim-family slang, cottenpatch minstrel blues, rock
and hyperjazz, ghetto voices and revivalist,
spiritualist, shamanist, pseudo-Gullah wildness and
craziness.18
Here, It seems that all Kessler Is really saying Is that she
could not understand Jones’ poetry. But she missed the
point—the poetry was neither written for nor directed at her.
The conclusion, drawn from these examples, is that
the white critic, no matter how liberal, can never really
understand or appreciate black art.
One of the most bizarre events in Jones’ career was
his arrest during the I967 Newark riot. He and his two com¬
panions were charged with the Illegal possession of two
revolvers; seven months later, they were tried In the Essex
County court where Judge Leon W. Kapp presided. Although the
average sentence given defendants for that charge was six
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months, ’’McCray and Wynn, Jones’ codefendants, received,
respectively, 12 months In jail, six months on probation and
a $500 fine; and nine months In jail, nine months' probation
20
and a $250 fine.” On the other hand, Jones was sentenced
to not less than two-and-a-half years and not more than three
years In jail, and given a $1,000 fine.
Before Judge Kapp sentenced Jones, he produced a copy
of Evergreen Review that contained a poem written by Jones.
Kapp read the poem aloud to the all-white jury; when he
finished reading, he called the poem a ”. . . diabolical
21
prescription to commit murder and to steal plunder. ...”
Kapp paternallstlcally reprimanded Jones by adding, ’’Your
talents have been misdirected. You have the ability to make
22
a contribution to ameliorate existing tensions . . .
Even the judge felt It necessary to assume the God-llke
position of the white critic.
It Is reported that as Jones was led away, handcuffed,
he looked back over his shoulder and shouted: "The black
people will judge me ... . History will absolve
23
me . . . These words were truly prophetic, for black
people not only judged Jones, but absolved him as well.
^^Schneck y ’’LeRol Jones






This marks the emergence of the black critic. These
new critics viewed the works of all black writers from a dif¬
ferent perspective; they demanded that a new set of criteria
for judging literature be established and urged the formula¬
tion of a Black Aesthetic. These critics looked upon Jones*
works more favorably.
The new black critics denounced the domination and
control that the white literary establishment had over black
authors and black literature. A black critic, James A.
Emanuel, wrote:
A black aesthetic must develop, authors are saying with
mounting emphasis, because of racism in the literary
establishment. Black writers object vigorously to the
domination of white publishers, white editors and white
critics over the public acceptance and interpretation
of their works.
This new breed of black critic viewed the entire white
literary structiire as racist; they felt the solution was for
black critics to Interpret black literature, and Judge it on
criteria rooted in the black experience. The attitude of this
group toward white criticism of black literature was best
summed up by Stephen Henderson when he asserted, "Black
writers do not write for white people and refuse to be Judged
by them. They write for black people and they write about
25
their blackness. . . ."
24
James A. Emanuel, "Blackness Can: A Quest for
Aesthetics," The Black Aesthetic, ed. by Addison Gayle, Jr.
(New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1972), p. 188.
^^Stephen E. Henderson, "Survival Motion," The Militant
Black Writer (Madison, Wls.: The University of Wisconsin
Press , 1969)j P* 65.
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Henderson’s view of Jones contrasts sharply with those
of white critics. For, In the same work, he stated: "Jones'
pioneering work In the Black Arts Theatre In New York opened
Pfi
the minds of black theatre people all over the country."
Henderson saw Jones/Baraka as a leader and formulator of the
New Black Arts Movement. To him, Jones was not only a
2 7
literary pioneer but a "black cultural hero."
The contrast between Henderson's critique of Jones
and that of a white critic or reviewer like Jascha Kessler or
David Littlejohn Is startling. One praised Jones, while the
other damned him to a special hell reserved for rebellious
niggers. But this does not mean that the black critics
believed every word Jones said or thought every sentence he
wrote was gold. On the contrary, they often took him to task
or pointed out weaknesses In his work. But the difference was
their attitude, their approach. The black critics, for the
most part, gave black writers a fair criticism—more
constructive than destructive.
For example, as early as 1966, Dudley Randall
P R
reviewed Jones’ The System of Dante's Hell. Although
Randall criticized the novel for Its weakness In structure
and plot, he still had this to say:
^^Ibld., p. 80.
^"^Ibld. , p. 102.
P fi°Thls Is Jones' only novel and It Is more poetry than
fiction. (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1963.)
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The book that this calls to mind Is Jean Toomer's Cane.
Both books were written by poets, in an evocative style
. . . Jones's book has a malaise of the urban north, and
abounds with references to copulation, masturbation, and
fellatio. This is a minor work by a talented writer.
He will do better when he grows more mature.29
Randall was very perceptive in recognizing Jones' real
strength as a writer and his skill with language. He points
this out:
It is with his poet's skill with words that LeRol Jones
creates the atmosphere of hell, in spite of some
faddish eccentricities of style, punctuation and
spelling . . . .30
Several years later, Randall credited Jones with being
the literary father of black poets:
The younger poets have a teacher of great talent, and
while they think they are rejecting white standards,
they are learning from [LeRol Jones] a man versed in
German philosophy, conscious of literary traditions
(see his preface to The Moderns), who uses the
structure of Dante's Divine Comedy in his System of
Dante's Hell, and the punctuation, spelling and line
divisions of sophisticated contemporary poets.31
This is another example of the understanding, sensitivity, and
"objectivity" which black critics bring to the explication of
the works of black authors.
Despite the dismissals, denunciations, and denlgra-
tions made by white critics against Jones, another black
writer wrote:
^^Dudley Randall, "Review of The System of Dante's Hell,"
Negro Digest, 15 (March 1966), 53.
^°Ibld., 52.
Conversation with Dudley Randall," Black World,
21 (December 1971), 30-31.
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LeRol is more than a writer, for like DuBols, he is a
social critic who attempts to unmask the aberrations
fabricated by white America to reveal a reality, however
painful, that stabs at the very essence of America's
hypocritical values.32
In the span of five years (I96O-I965), LeRol Jones had
attained all the status, adulation, money, and superficial
accouterments that go with entrance Into the American main¬
stream. Yet, within less than a year, he rejected this tawdry
success and moved to Harlem. Whites never forgave him—not
because he hated them, but because he deserted and Ignored
them. Prom then on, his relationship with the media and white
critics became an adversary one.
Black critics, on the other hand, looked on Jones’
work with more favor. To many of them, Jones was a literary
virtuoso to be handled with great respect. Consequently,
black publications, such as Ebony, Freedomways, and Black
World, developed friendly relationships with the writer. In
the final analysis. It seems that criticism, like beauty. Is
In the eye of the beholder. The critic "sees" through
windows stained by culture, race, and prejudice.
00
Eugene Perkins, "The Changing Status of Black
Writers," Black World, 19 (June 1970), 96.
CHAPTER IV
IMAMU AMIRI BARAKA: FATHER OF THE
NEW BLACK POLITICAL POETRY
Social and artistic movements and Ideas are like chil¬
dren In that they all have fathers. In music, young musicians
often refer to an older, more experienced artist as their
"father.” Miles Davis studied under Dlzzle Gillespie and
Archie Shepp studied under John Coltrane. Both musicians
viewed their teachers as fathers. In the sense of leaders,
guides, mentors. Similarly, Amiri Baraka acted as a guide and
leader for the young black poets who developed In the late
Sixties. Nearly all of the young poets and playwrights were
Influenced by, and adopted In some way, Baraka’s theory
and/or poetic form In their works.
Baraka, more than any other black writer, captured and
expressed the racial Zeitgeist of the Sixties. He felt and
expressed the four hundred years of damned-up anger, hatred,
and frustration Ingrained In the consciousness of black
Americans. As a poet-dramatlst-essaylst-crltlc, Baraka
articulated these feelings with an uncanny accuracy. This
man formulated much of the theory for the New Black Arts




The purpose of this chapter Is to discuss Baraka and
his relation to the New Black Political Poetry, both as a
creator and theoretician. Specifically, this chapter will
Include his contributions to the development of the black
aesthetic and his attempts to apply this theory to his own
poetry. In addition. It will focus on Baraka’s Influence on
the younger black poets. And finally, this chapter will be an
attempt to draw together this and the other three chapters and
to propose some conclusions.
In 1965, Jones/Baraka’s move to Harlem and his work
with the Black Arts Repertory Theater-School was a beginning.
It was then that he clearly defined the role of the black
artist In an essay titled "state/ment." He asserted:
The Black Artist's role In America Is to aid In the
destruction of America as he knows It. His role Is to
report and reflect so precisely the nature of the
society, that other men will be moved by the exactness
of his rendering . . . .^
Baraka felt that the black artist should create works
that reflect the world from a black perspective. This Is
really the core of his theory, that black art should be about
black people, created by black artists for the benefit and
enrichment of black people. In terms of poetry, Baraka
turned to the usage of street slang, references to black
music, and works designed for oral presentation. He rejected
his older, more conventional form, esoteric and literary
allusions. In an attempt to communicate with the "masses” of
^Jones, Home, p. 251.
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black people.
Baraka’s political poetry was, of course, didactic,
propagandlstlc, and utilitarian. But on the other hand, it
reflected a turning to Afro-American folk forms (street
slang, blues, the dozens, jazz, signifying, etc.). Earlier,
he had rejected his former erudite, difficult verse as
". . .a cloud of abstraction and disjointedness, that was
just whiteness. European Influence, etc. . . ." Instead,
he turned to Black English, which is a complete language form
with rules of grammar and syntax. He also began using a more
direct diction, which he felt would enable him to better com¬
municate with black people. In fact, one of the most
distinguishing characteristics of the New Black Poetry is its
adoption of Black English. One scholar wrote:
By the end of the 1960's there were indications that
Black artists and intellectuals were picking up Black
English and making it a symbol of Black unity. Today
an impressive school of Black poets is producing poetry
in Black English and expressing pride in the expressive
power of the language. LeRol Jones has defended the
language and written in it for several years now.3
However, this in no way suggests that Baraka was the
first black poet to use Black English. To the contrary,
Paul Laurence Dunbar, Sterling Brown, and Langston Hughes
all made effective and extensive use of this language form
in poetry. Nevertheless, Baraka not only revived its use,
2
Jones, Black Magic, p. 1.
J. L. Dillard, Black English (New York: Random House,
1972), p. 114.
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but helped to expand both its technical range and popularity.
This practice was congruent with Baraka’s theoretical canon
that language is a referent to culture. He viewed the various
black language forms as a means of creating and reinforcing
black consciousness.
Baraka also sought the return of poetry’s oral tradi¬
tion. Perhaps 5 he realized that the vast majority of blacks
either do not read well, are not literary-minded, or do not
read out of habit. Therefore, Baraka wrote poetry that had
maximum oral and dramatic effects. This decision may have
been more pragmatic than revolutionary because he wanted his
poetry to reach black people.
One gathers that Baraka’s theory was correct because
the oral presentations of his (and later, other poets’)
poetry at community centers, colleges and social gatherings
were well-received by the audiences.
Furthermore, Baraka viewed oral poetry as a return to
poetry’s mystical-religious communal purpose. It would be
fair to call his political poetry people-oriented. (Poetry
actually springs from trlballstlc and religious rituals, and
later, various form of social ceremony. Originally, poetry,
songs and chants were closely intertwined.) Baraka’s politi¬
cal poetry was often chanted, almost sung, as a means of
exorcising the demons of Western civilization; his presenta¬
tion was actually a blending of poetry and drama. According
to the scholar, Theodore R. Hudson,
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Jones is a skillful reader of his own poems, a crowd
pleaser. ... He reads with dramatic skill Indicative
of his experience In the world of the theatre. At
times he speaks with Incredible rapidity—distinctly;
at times he speaks with deliberation; he changes pitch
and Intonation, creating the effect of different
speakers In different moods ... .5
Nearly all of Jones' later poetry was written for oral
ft 7
presentation. It's Nation Tlme° and Spirit Reach' were
written totally for oral readings. In fact, many of these
poems are flat. Ineffective, and confusing to read. However,
when they are read aloud by a skilled reader like Baraka, they
come alive and startle the listener with their vitality and




time to be one strong fast black enrgy [sic] space
one pulsating positive magnetism, rising




come, time to . . . .
Through the use of homonyms, onomatopela, repetition of words,
refrains. Improvisation of lines similar to jazz, Baraka's
poems have a rhythm and word play that simply overpowers the
listener.
c
•^From LeRol Jones to Amiri Baraka (Durham, N. C. : Duke
University Press, 1973), p. 139.
^Baraka, Nation Time.
"^Newark, N. J. : Jihad Productions, 1972.
O
°Baraka, Nation Time, p. 21.
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Structurally, Baraka’s political poetry owes much to
black music—especially blues and Jazz. Between 196I and
1966, Jones/Baraka interviewed jazz musicians, wrote album
cover linear notes and numerous essays on what he called
"The New Black Music." Baraka became a proclalmer and
apologist for the musical experimentation of such avant-
garde musicians as John Coltrane, Sun-Ra, Archie Shepp, and
Ornette Coleman. His own artistic views were affected by
these innovators. And despite the didactic, political tone
of his new verse, Baraka was attempting similar experimenta¬
tion in language.
As a black nationalist, Baraka believed that black
writing should be rooted in the black experience. He con¬
sidered black music to be the most vital art form to issue
from that experience. Many of his later poems resemble a
jazz soloist, first playing the theme; then ejcploiting and
improvising, and finally returning to the original theme.
For example, in the poem, "Peace in Place,Baraka begins:
TIME AFTER TIME AFTER TIME AFTER TIME
AFTER TIME
AFTER TIME
AFTER TIME AFTER TIME AFTER TIME A LIE^^
Baraka continues to state a word or line and repeat it
several times in a refrain-like way. By the second page, he
takes the poem further out through improvisation and the use
^*^Baraka, Spirit Reach, pp. 5-7.
^^Ibld., p. 5.
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of nonsense syllables. The poem continues:
I am the son yahaaa ooooo yahaaaoooo
deedeedeedee come ba cho
I am the son the black holiness the goodness
yaaaahoooo yaaaaaaaaa.^2
Some of these lines bring to mind the late John Coltrane,
whom Baraka greatly admired.
II
In many ways Baraka, In a literary sense, was like
Moses. He led young black writers to a rich, promised land
which he himself would not be able to enter. Although
Jones/Baraka tried to write poetry that the masses of black
people could read and understand, he could not escape his
prior training In the conventional form and content. Baraka
did succeed In a few poems such as "Black People" and "It*s
Nation Time." But overall, his poetry was still too diffi¬
cult, too abstruse, too esoteric, and too "academic" for the
average black person to understand. Yet this In no way
minimizes his Importance as a black poet. His poetry, essays
and plays were widely read by the ever-lncreaslng number of
black college students, and his works were Immensely popular
among various black nationalist groups. Essentially, his
works were read and discussed by the so-called Intellengen-
tsla, which after all. Is usually the group that propagates
new Ideas and Initiates social movements.
^^Ibld., p. 6.
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Moreover, Baraka Is perhaps of greater significance as
a teacher, formulator, and proponent of the black aesthetic
out of which the New Black Political Poetry evolved. The key
issue was black control of the creation, production, and
criticism of black art. Jones wrote in 1967:
What’s needed now, for "the arts" is to get them away
from white people, as example of their "culture" (of
their life, finally, and all its uses, e.g. art) and
back where such strivings belong, as strong thrusts of
a healthy people.13
For Jones knew all too well the plight of the black writer who
was at the mercy of white critics and publishers. As a black
nationalist, he wanted the politics, economics, values, and
culture of black America in black control. Critic James A.
Emanuel explained:
A black aesthetic must develop, authors are saying with
mounting emphasis, because of racism in the literary
establishment. Black writers object vigorously to the
domination of white publishers, white editors, and white
critics over the public acceptance and interpretation of
their works.
Jones rejected the white literary world and struck out
on his own. According to David Llorens, the Black Arts Move¬
ment that Jones helped to create, made it possible for
15
hundreds of black authors to get into print. Under the
rule of the white literary establishment, only one or two
"token" black writers could succeed. Then in 1968, Jones and
JO
-^LeRol Jones, "What the Arts Need Now," Negro Digest
17 (April 1967), 5.
^^Emanuel, "Blackness Can," p. l88.
^^Llorens, "Ameer Baraka," p. 77*
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*1 ^
Larry Neal edited an anthology. Black Fire, which "included
. . . the works of 76 blacks, at least half of whom came to
the writing process through the Black Art Movement and had
17
never been published in white Journals of any genre." ' This
anthology was a kind of literary debut for many of these
young writers.
In addition, Baraka's Influence is evident in the
works of most of the young poets and playwrights. Don L.
Lee's poetry, though not imitative, bears a strong tinge of
Baraka's fragmented lines, unorthodox spellings, slash marks
and non-sense syllables. Clarence Major, Carolyn M. Rodgers,
Nikki Giovanni, Sonia Sanchez, Ed Bullins, and many other
young black poets admit their debt to Baraka. In an article
in which he criticized one of Jones' essays, Cecil M. Brown
began:
As a "young black writer," I am Indebted to American
and English literature, but I hold my most personal
allegiance to Black Literature, and to most recent
writers, like LeRoi Jones. No one, I suppose, has been
more influenced than I have by Jones' work.18
Although Baraka had helped to start the Black Arts
Movement and Influenced many black artists—old and young—he
still wanted to do more. Just as he had published many of the
beat poets and experimental fiction writers, Baraka acted as a
1 f\
°New York: William Morrow & Co., Inc., 1968.
17
Llorens, "Ameer Baraka," p. 77-
18
Cecil M. Brown, "Black Literature and LeRoi Jones,"
Black World, 19 (June 1970), 24.
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promoter by publishing some of the new black poets through
his Jihad Productions. This company, founded by Baraka In
19
Newark, published many of his later works, records,
20
posters, and broadsides.
So, Imamu Amiri Baraka formulated the bulk of the
theory for the New Black Political Poetry; he created work In
this genre; and he acted as a promoter and publisher for the
young poets who followed his direction. More than any other
writer, Baraka can be credited with founding the Black Arts
Movement. He was the architect, the builder and the maln-
talner of this vital new black art. According to Llorens:
. . . he Is regarded by those closest to black art as
the nation’s leading black writer, which of course
suggests that no other, however talented, has proven—
in this time and place—more valuable to black people.21
The above statement was published in 1969, yet today
it seems more like an epitaph for Baraka the writer. Because
In the Seventies, Jones was again faced with a choice: he
must either be a creative writer or a politician. He could
not be both, and he opted for the latter. Reviewer Kaluamu
22
Ya Salaam noted in his review of Raise Race Rays Raze :
Spirit Reach, A Black Value System, Black Arts, Slave
Ship, Strategy and Tactics of A Pan-African Political Party.
20
Hudson, From LeRol Jones, p, 36.
21
Llorens, "Ameer Baraka," p. 75.
22
Imamu Amiri Baraka (LeRol Jones), Raise Race Rays Raze
(New York: Random House, 1972).
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Too much of this seems written between court cases or
while resting between meetings. The prose that was
always dense and well thought out becomes now difficult
and rushed. . . . Imamu, the political activist, does
not have the time to write as Imamu, the Black writer,
which Is not to say that a writer Is not or should not
be a political activist but rather somewhere along the
line one or the other has to demand top priority.^3
It seems that after 1969> Baraka just became too Involved In
political activity to give his writing the time It needed.
In 1970, he engineered the first modern Pan-African Congress,
which was held In Atlanta. By then he had progressed to what
Stokely Carmichael called the highest form of black national¬
ism: Pan-Afrlcanlsm. At home that same year, Baraka cam¬
paigned vigorously for the election of Kenneth Gibson, who
replaced the corrupt Hugh Addonlzlo as Mayor of Newark.
Thus, LeRol Jones/Imamu Amiri Baraka moved full
circle. He moved from apolltlcallsm to activism, from being a
writer of deeply personal lyric poetry to an author of politi¬
cal and racial propaganda. Between 1957 and 1970, Jones
struggled to find his Identity and a purpose In life; this
struggle Is recorded In his poetry. Eventually, he discovered
his Identity—his blackness—and moved to direct his creative
and Intellectual efforts to the liberation of black people.
At the end of this thirteen-year trek, Jones found his Iden¬
tity, his people and his raison d'etre. Merging poetry with
politics, thought with action, he finally moved Into the
world of politics.
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APPENDIX
CHRONOLOGY OP IMPORTANT DATES
193^ Everett LeRoi Jones was born In Newark, New Jersey on
October 7-
1950 Jones attended classes at Rutgers University
(Newark branch) at I6.
1951 Jones transferred to Howard University in Washington,
D. C.
1953 At the age of 19, Jones graduated from Howard with a
B.A. in English and a philosophy minor.
195^-57 He served a term in the U. S. Air Force and was
stationed for two and a half years in Puerto Rico
with intervening trips to Africa, Europe, and the
Middle East.
1957 He returned to New York and moved to Greenwich
Village. He later did graduate work at Coliimbia and
the New School of Social Research (M.A. in German
Literature).
1958 Jones began publishing poetry and married Hettle
Roberta Cohen, a white Jewish girl.
84
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1960 Jones and several other black Americans took a trip
to Castro's Cuba.
1961 He published his first volume of poetry. Preface to
a Twenty Voliune Suicide Note. Jones received a
John Hay Whitney Fellowship.
1963 He published Blues People, a sociological history of
Afro-American music. Jones edited The Moderns, an
anthology of short stories written by unconventional
writers. He also published The Systems of Dante's
Hell, a poetic novel.
1964 Jones completed his second volume of poetry. The
Dead Lecturer. His one-act play. Putchman, won the
Village Voice's Obie Award for the year's best
off-Broadway production.
1965 This year marked the turning point in Jones' life,
career, and thinking. He left his white wife and
moved to Harlem, where he later founded the
Black-Arts Repertory Theater-School. He also
received a Guggenheim Fellowship.
1966 Jones published Home: Social Essays, a work in which
he developed much of his political and aesthetic
theory. This same year he returned to his hometown







community-based black cultural organization. He
married Sylvia Robinson.
He was a visiting professor at San Francisco State
University, where he met Maulana Ron Karenga, who
greatly Influenced Jones’ political thinking. In
July, Jones was arrested for the illegal possession
of firewarms during the Newark riots. In November,
he was convicted of this charge.
He was sentenced to two-and-a-half years in prison
for the Illegal possession of two revolvers.
Jones was acquitted of the gun charges by a higher
court.
He published Raise, Race, Rays, Raze, his second book
of essays which showed a further development in his
political and artistic thought.
He changed his name to Ameer Baraka ”to manifest an
African consciousness." This name gradually changed
to its present form, Imamu Amiri Baraka.
Braka served as the chairman of the Congress of
African Peoples Convention in Atlanta, Georgia.
He published a documentary of the convention, which
he edited titled: Afrlcan Congress. He published
Kwalda Studies, a treatise on a new black value
system.
